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Ingrid Weber lives in a veritable nature’s cathedral.

The beginning of our conversation starts with a tour of 
her property where she has planted every single towering 
tree to accompany the pre-existing solid oaks (magnolia, 
weeping cherry, and white pine) and flowering bush 
(oakleaf hydrangea and forsythia). She has poured heart 
and soul into this visual display of a sanctuary. She takes 
great pride that the neighboring creatures partake of the 
brushpiles and pathways, visiting her during all seasons. 
She says that “gardening grounds her.” It is quiet here, 
where every natural sound is amplified and has profound 
significance. Ingrid’s life is the very embodiment of a 

“Thoreau existence,” where she is content in her solitude, 
inhabiting the meditative and peaceful setting that is 
Shenandoah. She has been here 19 years, working out of 
her studio, producing and completing commissions both 
local to this area and those based in Metropolitan D.C.

Ingrid was born in 1947 in post-war Erding, Germany 
(Bavaria), during a time of massive reconstruction. Erding 
is situated approximately 30 km northeast of Munich, and 
has an open-air feel to it with its outdoor markets and 
variety of cultural programs. Because Erding, a now 780-
year-old town, is such a well-established setting, Ingrid 
was subjected to and steeped in its history and art. As 
Ingrid grew up, she was cognizant of the goldleaf and 
calligraphic applications present in its architecture, art, 
books, and Catholic faith. Ingrid found the architecture 
“comforting,” for its solidity, intricacy, and overall atmos-
phere of guardianship and historical witnessing. The 
surrounding structures of castles impressed her... not so 
much in their architectural beauty, but more in their 
societal impact: that many, many citizens surrendered 
their time and manual labor to build such grandeur for 
the benefit of just a few. So it is easier to understand 
Ingrid being drawn into artistic directions years later. When 
she attended both a private, all-girls Catholic school and 
then university in Munich, she was offered some training 
in letterforms and illustration, with several people 
remarking along the way that her handwriting was most 
unusual and well-formed. This, in turn, piqued her interest 
in calligraphy. After receiving her degree in education, she 
taught for a few years before an attitude of curiosity and 
exploration led her to immigrate to the United States 
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Ingrid is often commissioned to design and letter many types of resolutions for 
civic  and business groups, and universities. These involve combining a variety of 
elements such as illustrative borders, ribbons and seals, decorated initials, and 
signatures. Many of  them can be quite large, containing a high word-count.

She talks about two resolutions she rendered recently this last year, commissioned 
by two different clients, but due to be delivered on the same day. Each of the 
resolutions came in at a 1,300-1,500 word-count. Ingrid was not only 
responsible for doing the lettering, but designing the aesthetic spacing and 
appropriate decoration, as well. For Ingrid, these particular resolutions were the 
hardest ones she had ever had to get through due to a severe bout of sciatica 
that onset during this. They took her two weeks to complete, with her enduring 
excruciating pain in both standing and sitting postures. She had to summon the 
willpower, though, for they both had definite deadlines with no chance of 
extension. In retrospect, Ingrid states that “no one really seeks to do this type of 
work any longer.” There is a sheer physicality in rendering a calligraphic project 
that requires large amounts of manual dexterity and stamina, both in body and 
mind, that most people do not take into consideration. ◈
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Clockwise from top:

Ingrid employs colors effectively
in their potency and symbolism 
for this Virginia Woolf  quote. 
Particular to note is the red 
dividing bar to connote “two (2) 
edges” and “cutting the heart 
asunder.” Black is used to 
represent “anguish,” while
gold proxies for “laughter.”

In “The Song Celestial,”
she has used a red and gold 
palette to illuminate and create a 
warm, inviting entreaty to focus 
on these verses.

For Proverbs 4-8, Ingrid
uses goldleaf  and line fillers to 
balance the iconographic Great 
Horned owl, representing wisdom.
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Clockwise from bottom right:

Collaborative effort between Ingrid and her sister 
(Ingrid did the lettering while her sister illustrated)

Sample of  Ingrid’s handwriting in German —
very vertical, well-formed, and confident.

Quote by Virginia Woolf  done with a sponge brush; 
the result is an interesting shadowed, overlapped 
texture within the letters — almost a three-
dimensional quality.

26th wedding anniversary goldleaf  illumination 
emblem

Illuminated crest for a family chart, featuring a 
phoenix and a plumed helm.
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Left:

Two different design 
treatments for the same 
passage, “If  I Had My Life 
To Live Over,” the common 
element being the daisies
in both borders.

 Above:

 These details from a commission based on the Book of Ruth verses provide wonderful visual 
 definitions of several elements of manuscript illumination and decoration, and are certainly a 
 credit to Ingrid’s attentive and fine skill.

 1 & 2: Inhabited initials: Distinguished from historiated initials, these involve non-narrative 
    (i.e., not related to the text) decoration within the initials. In this case, Ingrid has 
    inserted a pair of Whooping or Sandhill cranes nipping playfully at one another, as well 
    as a tiny, watchful white cat looking out into the nighttime sky. She often likes to add 
    a  touch of subtle humor or an element of nature into her work. Note, too, 
    the use of shell gold* in which she has impressed different patterns (*powdered 
    genuine gold suspended in gum arabic and thinned down with distilled water). There 
    are shell gold dots, too, distinguishing the one verse referring to God.

 2: Line fillers: Decorative devices used to fill in the remainder of a line not fully occupied 
       by text (use of  these initiated during the Insular and Pre-Carolingian timeline).

 3: Rinceaux: Patterning of  fine foliate branches (popular during the 14th and 15th centuries).
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(specifically Northern Virginia). It was at this time, in the 
1970’s, she responded to a newspaper ad from Hobbs & 
Tolley Studios in Washington, D.C. (http://www.wwco.com/
hobbs/), appealing for a calligrapher. After a time there, 
she migrated to Inkwell Studio in D.C., under the 
management of Bob Williams and Evelyn Moy (the third 
partner, Louise Megginson, would move on to become the 
official calligrapher for the Washington National 
Cathedral). Ingrid would stay with Inkwell for 22 years, as 
its longest-term freelance calligrapher, working on 
resolutions, certificates, and other engrossing-based 
projects.

Now Ingrid leads a life of quiet and philosophical 
introspection. When she is addressing envelopes, she tries 
to think of the people behind the names she writes, 
paying a little homage to them. She speaks of “dancing 
with words [of a project] first,” sometimes letting them 
lead and guide her as to how they should be lettered and 
presented. Though rendering calligraphy does provide an 
income, Ingrid looks upon calligraphy and illustration as 

more a means to stay in contact with people. Because of 
this, she is reminded that many clients, especially for 
personal commissions, end up displaying these works in 
their homes and other intimate spaces, often commemo-
rating important milestones in their lives, and often 
passing these works down through generations.

Ingrid is a voracious reader of literature, current events, 
and non-denominational spiritual texts that touch more 
on philosophy, humanity as a whole, and the concepts of 
questioning everything, living in the moment, and self-
exploration. If Ingrid has any regrets, they are not known 
and certainly not visible, for she remains extremely 
positive and analytical, absorbing everything around her. 
She has the mind’s eye of both a child and a wizened 
monk: always open and curious, and channeling her 
energies fully into everything she does. ➣
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Above:

In this example,“Matryoshka,” or Russian nesting dolls,
also serve as a sublime metaphor for a daughter’s description

of  her pregnant mother in this journal entry.

Right:

This detail from a family tree charting the lineage of  Samuel 
Packard, after he settled in New England, is a testament to Ingrid’s 

keen attention to detail. Here she has bordered the entire chart 
with the quote, “The soil where first they trod – ay, call it holy 

ground – they left unstained what there they found,
freedom to worship God.”

 Ingrid has also included a map labeled with specific towns of  interest and a ship’s icon to represent Packard’s voyage from England.
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